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This plenary starting shortly, I will thread full session below
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Replying to @coopesdetat

The second #ACEM20 morning session will examine lessons 
from #COVID19 for the #ClimateCrisis, with @drhumki, 
@cbr_heartdoc, @RDNS_TAI, @mhamrosi & Marianne 
Cannon. It's going to be well worth tuning in, so I hope you 
can join us!

8:27 PM · Nov 25, 2020

3 See the latest COVID-19 information on Twitter

Underway with @drhumki. Reflecting on how #COVID19 eclipsed #bushfirecrisis

and the #ClimateEmergency, but the latter crisis continues, and we have seen how

important it is this year to trust public health to protect us (and the planet)

#ACEM20

First us @cbr_heartdoc (and for those following remotely, we will have this

presentation in full over at @CroakeyNews). Medicine has changed in 2020, says

Hunter. Many HCWs thinking about their mortality like never before. Small but

significant shift for our profession #ACEM20
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#ClimateCrisis remains the greatest threat to our health, says Hunter, even in the

context of a global #COVID19 pandemic. 2019 was a year defined by the

#ClimateEmergency, culminating in #BushfireCrisis, merely a taste of what is to

come #ACEM20

Tragic yet remarkable that only 33 people died as a direct result of the

#BushfireCrisis, but much broader impacts. Some 400 deaths from smoke, many

thousands more presented to EDs. And these impacts last for many years #ACEM20

Biology is our core work in medicine, but we have become increasingly aware of the

#SDOH. Cultural determinants also so important. We see this in the acclaimed

@NACCHOAustralia response to #COVID19. We are only just beginning to

appreciate the environment as a determinant #ACEM20
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Hunter says 2% of Australia's mortality is thought to be attributable to heat and this

will only increase. #COVID19 has shown us how we might respond to threats to

human survival and rise to a challenge #ACEM20

We have seen the importance of science in #COVID19, understanding 'the curve'. But

#ClimateChange also has a curve. We've also seen how important communities are -

resourced and respected to respond, and the role of precarity, inequality,

disadvantage, Hunter says #SDOH #ACEM20

Reimagining work and economics is a key part of our #COVID19 recovery and our

longer-term response to the #ClimateCrisis, presenting exciting opportunities for

health and equity, says @cbr_heartdoc

The #COVID19 pandemic has exposed the central relationship between human and

planetary health says @cbr_heartdoc #ACEM20
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Our next speaker is @MHamrosi, a 'living witness to the #COVID19 and climate

crises' #ACEM20

Very personal, harrowing account of the #bushfirecrisis from @MHamrosi, who lives

at Broulee. Describing a wall of fire, evacuating to the beach, choking smoke. Whole

hospital running on a single diesel generator. Retrieval helicopters unable to reach

them #ACEM20

One mother told me she drove for 9 hours straight with her 2 week old baby

screaming with hunger, but she was too afraid to stop, says @MHamrosi. Managing a
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walk-in clinic for bushfire victims, hand-writing scripts, hearing stories of horror

#bushfirecrisis #ACEM20

Hamrosi says she cried all the way home from the clinic. For her community, her

patients, the landscape, her children. 'We had taken so many of these givens for

granted'. After the fires came the floods and then #COVID19, another tragic blow for

a traumatised community #ACEM20

We have led the world on #COVID19, now we must step up and do the same on

#ClimateChange. It's the greatest opportunity for health in the 21st century says

@MHamrosi. We must build back different #ACEM20
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Final thoughts from @MHamrosi #ACEM20

Final speaker (@RDNS_TAI has had to withdraw due to technical issues) is

Marianne Cannon #ACEM20

This is our lane, says Cannon. Both pandemic and climate emergencies are big

complex problems that require a systems, all hand on deck, approach. We need

leadership, and sometimes that takes courage #ACEM20

#COVID19 has also shown us that prevention is better than cure , says Cannon. And

that Australians value their health. We have seen, too, if CMOs, Colleges, AMA speak

with a united voice to leadership, leadership listens #ACEM20

We know what we need to do, we need to decarbonise and we need to change how we

operate. Swift action, away from business as usual, was how we escaped with worst of

#COVID19. Shows we can do it #ACEM20

Successive federal governments have kicked the #ClimateCrisis down the road says

Cannon. Held hostage by the fossil fuel sector; the 'Murdoch mindset' that Australia

emits less than 2% of global total. But if you factor in exports - 17th in world

#ACEM20

Deliberate and methodical program over 30 years of exploiting uncertainty about

climate science, and now we are in an emergency, and this is what we do best, and

why it is our lane, says Cannon #ACEM20

There are moral and economic imperatives here, says Cannon. How do we apply

leverage? She identifies CMOs like @VictorianCHO as important allies. Strategic

long-term thinking on population health, and trusted and known post-#COVID19

#ACEM20

We now have a National Cabinet - a mechanism to fast-track #ClimateAction, says
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Cannon. And we need to get a seat at the table with the AHPPC. If the

#ClimateEmergency is not within their remit - public health crises - I don't know

what is, she says #ACEM20

Panel discussion now. #COVID19 showed us how important the #SDOH are, how can

we use our recovery to shift the paradigm? @MHamrosi says human rights must take

centre stage - fires showed that those with the least were most impacted and have

longest road to recovery #ACEM20

Educating and raising the status of women is a centrepiece of this work, says

@MHamrosi. Contrast this with everything on offer from the Australian government

on #COVID19 recovery - targeting men and male-dominated sectors, she adds

#CredibleWomen #ACEM20

Once recognised most Australians are fair-minded, says Cannon. Unfortunately that

view isn't shared by some of our political class, who attempt to stoke division. Many

of us have to step up & take the message to leaders, policymakers. Sit down with your

local MP on #SDOH #ACEM20

Hunter says these 'wicked problems' don't have silver bullets - they are interrelated,

interconnected and tend to cascade. One crisis amplifies the risk of another. We are

reactionary; treating disease, when we should intervene proactively, reshaping the

world around us #ACEM20

Hunter says we need to look for the common drivers of the threats we face.

#COVID19 and the #ClimateCrisis share a lot. One difference is the velocity (day to

weeks vs decades). But we can influence the drivers - reshape work and economy.

How we value care, family #ACEM20

The biggest takeaway from this year is we can and should ask these questions - we

don't have to go back to pre-COVID, there are new and better ways of living and we

need to use our imaginations says @cbr_heartdoc #ACEM20

@MHamrosi advocating for a #ClimateDisaster levy on the biggest polluters to

protect those most vulnerable, many of whom she is seeing in her community.

@cbr_heartdoc says how we value work, UBI, are pivotal questions for our time and

we should challenge these norms #ACEM20

Cannon talking about Murdoch monopoly drowning out messages and targeting your

campaigns and actions, leveraging your position as a doctor in local action. We as
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• • •

doctors can use our privilege. We need to get Body Count by @gpaddymanning under

the Xmas Tree of every MP #ACEM20

Question on hospital waste & #COVID19 PPE. What can we do to combat this?

@cbr_heartdoc says hospitals should be looking at renewable power, make it easy to

get to work without a car. She says the pollution of making PPE is larger issue, and

latter measures target this #ACEM20

@cbr_heartdoc says low-value healthcare is consumptogenic and Choosing Wisely is

good for the planet. Co-benefits of climate action and health and wellbeing. Exercise,

diet, clean air, a virtuous cycle #ACEM20

Canon urging anyone with the mettle to infiltrate the 'blue team' LNP to drive change

from within. Applauds @Matt_KeanMP for his work in NSW, has moved the state

more this year than the past 4 #ACEM20

@cbr_heartdoc saying political bravery informed by science in Victoria on #COVID19

is a case study in what we can achieve. Such gratitude for Victorians, @VictorianCHO

& @DanielAndrewsMP. We need the same approach on #ClimateAction. Science +

policy + leadership #ACEM20

Question on changing business as usual for Colleges including for air travel.

Agreement on the panel, but we have to be realistic. What about high-speed rail?

Cannon says pressing the flesh does get results, so sometimes you need to travel, but

reduce, offset #ACEM20

Final thoughts on what we can do today. @MHamrosi says pick one thing to do -

connect with your local climate group, join @DocsEnvAus, meet your local MP. Offset

your emissions, financially support groups working on #ClimateAction #ACEM20

That is a wrap on the climate session. Next we have the Foundation Lecture, so I will

start a new thread, thanks for following along! #ACEM20
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